The city of Tokyo is under a
state of emergency as it attempts
to recover from the devastation inflicted upon it yesterday by Godzilla. Citizens from all over watched
in horror as the monster destroyed
many beloved landmarks and famous buildings.
“It came out of the sea and just
flattened the place that had two
words found on a U.S. Monopoly
board,” recounted Okakura Juichi.
“Then it stomped on the one that
had a name the same as that Cape in
North Carolina...if you changed the
first letter, anyway.”
Tokaji Naozane added, “It was
definitely hungry! Remember, it
went over and ripped those other
two apart? One started with a type
of hairstyle, while the other ended
with the same hairstyle.”
The creature showed little mercy, wiping out the building with the
longest name in the city, then razing
the adjacent one that contained a
hoofed mammal in its name. From
there, it proceeded to crush yet another structure that contained the
name of an old 70s video game.
Smoke and fire rose throughout the day, obscuring the sky.
Perhaps that was part of Godzilla’s
motivation, as it also razed both
structures that had a shade of blue
in their name. It certainly wasn’t interested in taking a break after that,
though, as it proceeded to level both
a building that can be broken into
parts that roughly suggest 3, 2000,

and 2, as well as one where taking
every other letter would have been a
nice place to relax.
People were fleeing in all directions at this point; they witnessed
Godzilla ignite the building in
which you can remove the first letter to get an answer to the question,
“Whose lightsaber is this?” Shortly
thereafter, the massive reptile razed
the building that began with a number. It continued its frenzy against
a place where you might go if you
were in college (provided that you
move the building’s last two letters
of the first word to the front and insert a T between them).
Yamana Haru was one of the
victims trying to leave the city. “I
just barely escaped during lunch
in...oh, the one where the only vow-

els were A. And it must hate music,
because it changed a building’s first
letter to a D so that the first word
was composed entirely of three
musical notes--then it crushed that
building while singing.”
The carnage continued, with a
landmark that started with the same
two letters in each word and a different one where both words ended
with two identical bigrams. Another that started with a mathematical
operation fell as did one where replacing the first two letters with V
gave a synonym for truth.
Strangely enough, witnesses
noted the creature unleashing its
wrath on the building that rhymed
with its name. For good measure,
it also obliterated the building that
ended with a famous bear as well

as the one whose second word contains “gold” inside of “wine.”
Even this apparently wasn’t
enough for Godzilla, as it turned
its attention to a series of locations
related to various creatures. It laid
waste to the the structure that had
all the letters of its nemesis Gamera,
before taking out another that might
have been Mothra’s childhood
home. Still not content, it knocked

two letters out of another building’s
first word (which ended up spelling
the name of a giant sea creature) before just stomping it flat.
As if to emphasize the plight
of the bystanders, it tore down the
building whose name sounds like
something you’d say to someone
to offer encouragement. Finally,
it carelessly pounded the building
starting with two pronouns before

finally returning to the sea.
The dazed populace gazed
upon the eight blocks that remained
in their ruined city and were left to
wonder: what was Godzilla trying
to do?
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The most brilliant architects in the
city gathered today to attempt to
reproduce the original skyline from
the spotty records that remained. The
notes consisted of the original grid as
well as the heights of the buildings in
the nine city blocks.
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The heights range from 1 to 6 stories,
and no height repeats within a row or
a column. Numbers on the outside of
the grid indicate how many buildings
are visible in the corresponding row
or column when looking from that
direction, with taller buildings blocking the view of shorter ones.
The nine 2x2 tiles contain the correct
heights, but not necessarily in the
correct orientation. Tiles may be
rotated, but not flipped. Tiles do not
overlap with each other, and are all
contained completely within the grid.
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